
WRITING ASSESSMENT KS2 IDEAS FOR EASTER

Easter teaching resources for Key Stage 2 - Year 3, 4, 5, 6. Created for teachers, by teachers! Professional Festivals
and Celebrations teaching resources.

I really like how making connections between the visual programming language the blocks and its text
equivalent is literally at pupils finger tips: with just a tap, they can see how the block of code they are using is
written in JavaScript code. Fold pages in half and slot together in the correct page order to form a booklet.
Similarly, when they construct a maze, they can use the data to track location, distance, and speed. Version 3
includes: Jesus riding on a donkey; the Last Supper; Jesus praying and his arrest; Jesus dies on the cross; Jesus
placed in the cave; the opened tomb on Easter Sunday; Jesus is alive. For the solutions, the children then
added speak blocks after each sequence of Morse code, which said verbally what the letters were. Version 2
includes: Jesus riding on a donkey; the Last Supper; Jesus praying; Jesus' arrest; Jesus dies on the cross; Jesus
placed in the cave; the opened tomb on Easter Sunday. Visit iCompute to find out more about primary
robotics. Use alongside the Easter Story Powerpoint Show which is also available. This version also includes a
page for Ascension Day. I have produced lesson plans and resources for iCompute that use Sphero 2. Choose
the version that suits your learning objective. Luckily, we only have six Sphero but it could have been a very
costly mistake! Version 5 includes all pages listed above to allow you to choose the contents and make your
own writing booklet. Version 4 includes: Jesus riding on a donkey; the Last Supper; Jesus praying and his
arrest; Jesus dies on the cross; Jesus placed in the cave; the opened tomb on Easter Sunday. Here, connections
are made between your device and the robot simply by tapping them together. Ready to roll? Following the
successful loan of Sphero 2. This is brilliant for cross curricular work, particularly maths and science. Use
alongside the Easter Story PowerPoint. If you throw Sphero like a ball, pupils will see the accelerometer data
rise and fall. Each booklet is 8 pages including front and back cover. I found out only seven of our iPads at
school work with my new set. The possibilities are exciting! Clear illustrations for each part of the story to act
as visual aids. Simply select the pages that you want to print via the printing options. Powered by Sphero Edu
app, pupils can learn programming using drag-and-drop blocks and progress to coding using JavaScript. When
printing select booklet and 2 sided printing. Children can immediately see the connection between the
programs they create and how the insides of Sphero work and react. Sphero is packed with sensors â€”
gyroscope, accelerometer, location, etcâ€¦ Pupils can see the real time value of sensors within Sphero Edu with
visual graphs.


